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NEW ISSUES  
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
RELEASE DATE 

RF Tracker Data Validation The Student > Special Education Program and Student > Student 
Residential Facility subcategories are failing data validation. This issue will 
be corrected for the 2024-2025 school year. 

06/13/24 AUGUST 2024 

API/MetaEd Data Reporting The ServiceBeginDate (E3055) data element is not part of the key for the 
StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation. 
SpecialEducationProgramService common type. As a result, multiple 
SpecialEducationProgramService records with the same value reported 
for SpecialEducationProgramService (E3058) cannot exist in the IODS for 
an individual student and only the latest record published will be 
retained. 
  
TEA will update the 2024-2025 data standards to include 
ServiceBeginDate as part of the key in the 
StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation. 
SpecialEducationProgramService common type. 

05/03/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

DMC Search Data The Search Data functionality is not loading results when searching for 
data in the StudentDisciplineIncidentBehaviorAssociation entity. 
 
Workaround: Users can utilize the Load Summary report to verify 
StudentDisciplineIncidentBehaviorAssociation has been loaded in the 
IODS and the PEIMS application to verify their submission data has been 
promoted. 

07/11/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

PEIMS Data Validation Data validation rule 42410-0020 is misfiring for the PEIMS Summer 
Submission due to missing courses that should have been preloaded by 
TEA. This issue will be fixed for the 2024-2025 school year. 

04/26/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

PEIMS Data Promotion The PEIMS Fall promotion of Student records is not working as expected. 
Currently, students reported with AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) 
descriptor 'C' or 'G' are not promoting any records to the PEIMS data 
mart. 
 
TEA will update the PEIMS Fall promotion logic for the 2024-2025 school 
year to promote students reported with these descriptor values. 

06/07/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

PEIMS PDM1-124-008 
School Leavers 

Some LEAs may find that a limited number of students reported with an 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E1002) equal to ‘D’ will populate on this 
report even though leaver data has been promoted and is available on 
other PDM1-124-### reports. 
                                                                                                                                    
Workaround: Users can utilize the Retrieve Data feature in the PEIMS 
application to review all promoted leaver data.         

06/26/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 



PEIMS Data Promotion Remote conferencing will not be reported through RS attendance starting 
in the 2024-2025 school year.  For the 2023-2024 Parallel Submission, TEA 
has decided not to promote the RS attendance. LEAs should verify any 
reported In Person (IP) attendance data. 

06/28/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

PEIMS Data Promotion The PEIMS Summer Attendance promotion logic is not promoting the PK 
Program Type/PK Funding Source for a six-week period when the end 
date for the PK Program Type/PK Funding Source is less than the end date 
for the six-week reporting period. Fatal rule 42400-0027 will fire for the 
missing PK Program Type.   
 
TEA will update the PEIMS Summer promotion logic in the 2024-2025 
school year to promote the PK Program Type/PK Funding Source if the 
begin and end dates fall within or during the six-week reporting period. 

06/17/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

PEIMS Data Promotion The PEIMS Summer Attendance promotion logic is promoting attendance 
data regardless of the value reported for the ReportingPeriod (E0934) 
data element. Only data for ReportingPeriods equal to '1' - '6' should be 
promoted for PEIMS Summer Attendance. 
 
TEA will update the PEIMS Summer promotion logic in the 2024-2025 
school year to only promote data for ReportingPeriods ‘1’ - ‘6’ for PEIMS 
Summer Attendance. 

06/04/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

SELA Data Promotion The Student > Student Basic and Student > Special Education Program 
subcategories are incorrectly promoting SELA data for students where the 
SELA submission due date does not fall between the dates reported for 
the student’s DisabilitySetBeginDate (E3016) & DisabilitySetEndDate 
(E3017) and  StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation.BeginDate & 
(E3010) StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation.EndDate (E3020).  
 
TEA will update the SELA promotion logic for the 2024-2025 school year 
to no longer promote data for students in the scenario above. 

07/10/24 2024-2025 
SCHOOL YEAR 

 

 

 

  



2024-2025 SCHOOL YEAR RELEASE 
COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE REPORTED 

DATE 
API/MetaEd Data Reporting The data element ProgramType (E1337) must be reported when reporting 

students with a ParentalPermission (E0896), including the descriptor value 'C' 
(Parent or Guardian Denied Placement of an EB/EL in any Special Lang 
Program). Currently, the ProgramType descriptor table does not contain a 
program for parent denial. TEA will evaluate the table for possible changes to 
the 2024-2025 TEDS to resolve the issue. 
  
Workaround: TEA does not promote the value for ProgramType to any PEIMS 
or Core submission so LEAs may report any value for students being reported 
with a ParentalPermission of 'C'. 

11/09/23 

API/MetaEd Data Reporting The InstructionalSettingSets common type does not allow for multiple 
instructional settings to be reported with the same 
InstructionalSettingBeginDate (E3025). When data is reported with the same 
InstructionalSettingBeginDate, a Level 1 error is triggered. 
     
TEA is evaluating the data standards to determine what changes will need to 
be made to allow for multiple instructional settings to be reported with the 
same begin date. 
  
Workaround: The LEA should load only one InstructionalSettingSet. A student 
who receives speech therapy services and who also receives instructional 
services through another InstructionalSetting (E0173) should be reported with 
the primary setting (not with 00) and a SpecialEducationProgramService   
(E3058) 25 (Student Receives Speech Therapy Along With Service Through 
Another Special Education Instructional Setting). 

11/10/23 



API/MetaEd Data Reporting The StaffServiceSets common type does not allow for multiple staff services to 
be reported with the same StaffService (E3072) descriptor value and 
StaffServiceBeginDate (E3060). When data is reported with the same 
StaffService and StaffServiceBeginDate, a Level 1 error is triggered. This may 
impact special education aides who provide the same service   for multiple 
grade levels.  
 
TEA is evaluating the data standards to determine what changes will need to 
be made to allow for multiple staff service sets to be reported with the same 
StaffService and StaffServiceBeginDate values.   
 
Workaround: For the parallel year, LEAs should either only provide one 
StaffServiceSet for the instructional aide or provide a different 
StaffServiceBeginDate for the same StaffService to avoid errors.  

11/17/23 

Class Roster CLS1-100-006 Fall 
Submission Summary 
Report 
  
CLS2-100-003 Winter 
Staff Class Assignment 
Report 
  
CLS2-100-006 Winter 
Submission Summary 
Report 

When these reports are run for the first time a status of 'undefined' is 
displayed. Once the refresh button is clicked, the status appropriately displays 
'in progress'. This issue does not impact the generation of the report. 
  
Workaround: LEAs can click the 'refresh' button to display the correct status.  

05/26/23 

DMC L1.5 Filters - Unique ID 
Staff/Student 

If the FirstName (E0703), MiddleName (E0704), or LastSurname (E0705) value 
for a staff or student exceeds 60 characters, it may cause an invalid L1.5 Filter. 
  
TEA will be updating the eScholar Unique ID application to allow the 
FirstName, MiddleName, and LastSurname data elements to be up to 75 
characters, which will match the Ed-Fi standard.    

07/31/23 

PEIMS 40100-0095 Rule 40100-0095 is firing when data element UnaccompaniedYouth (E1084) is 
not reported for a Prior Year Leaver who is reported with a value for the 
HomelessStatus (E1082) data element. Prior Year Leavers do not report any 
data regarding UnaccompaniedYouth status. 
  
LEAs can disregard this validation in the parallel PEIMS Fall and Summer 
Submissions. TEA will be updating the rule for 2024-2025 to no longer apply 
to Prior Year Leavers. 

01/31/24 



PEIMS 40100-0156  In the Upgrade TEDS 2024.2.1 publication, descriptor value '0' was removed 
from the C122 TitleIPartAParticipant descriptor table. As such, TEA is no 
longer expecting StudentTitleIPartAProgramAssociation for every enrolled 
student.  
 
However, TEA did not remove fatal validation rule 40100-0156, which requires 
StudentTitleIPartAProgramAssociation data for all students with an 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) equal to 'B', 'D', 'F', or 'X', from the TSDS 
Upgrade PEIMS environment.  
 
TEA has downgraded this rule in the PEIMS parallel environment from a fatal 
to a special warning. LEAs can ignore this validation in the parallel PEIMS Fall 
submission. TEA will be updating the 2025 data standards to remove this 
validation rule. 

01/09/24 

PEIMS 41461-0013 Rule 41461-0013 is firing for Prior Year Leavers because those students will 
not be reported with a value of 'B', 'D', 'F', or 'X' for the 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) data element. 
  
LEAs can disregard this validation error in the parallel PEIMS Fall submission. 
TEA will be removing this validation rule for 2024-2025 school year. 

01/25/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion If a student has multiple Language (E3033) values for either the 'Home 
Language' or 'Student Language' Language Use (E3035) in their IODS, the 
system will only promote one Language value each Language Use.  
 
After promoting data to PEIMS, LEAs should utilize the Data Search 
functionality to verify the correct home language and student language values 
promoted for their students.  
   
TEA is evaluating the issue to determine what changes will need to be made 
to ensure the correct language values are promoted for the home language 
and student language.  

12/28/23 



PEIMS Data Promotion When a student is reported in the PriorYearLeaver entity with an 
ExitWithdrawType (E1001) not equal to '01' (Graduate), and 
IndividualGraduationCommitteeGraduateIndicator (E1562) is not equal to 
'true' the data element is promoted to PEIMS with a value of '00'.  The result 
is causing rule 40203-0005 to fire. 
  
TEA will update the PEIMS promotion logic to not promote a value when    
IndividualGraduationCommitteeGraduateIndicator is not equal to 'true'. 
  

01/24/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion When a student is reported in the PriorYearLeaver entity with an 
ExitWithdrawType (E1001) not equal to '01' (Graduate) and 
FHSPDistingLevelGraduate (E1542) is not equal to 'true' the data element is 
promoted to PEIMS with a value of '0'. The result is causing rule 40203-0012 
to fire. 
  
TEA will update the PEIMS promotion logic to not promote a value when 
FHSPDistingLevelGraduate is not 'true'. 

01/24/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion When a student's data is published to the IODS with no value for the 
EndorsementCompleted (E3021) data element, the PEIMS Fall promotion 
logic will promote the value with a '0' to the PEIMS data mart. This is causing 
validation rule 48011-0028 to misfire when a student's DiplomaType (E0806) 
is not a value of '34', '35', '40', '54', '55', '56' or '57'. 
   
 TEA will be updating the PEIMS Fall promotion logic to no longer default a 
value of '0' when the EndorsementCompleted is not supplied in the IODS. 
LEAs can ignore this validation rule in this scenario for the remainder of the 
parallel submission year. 
  

02/06/24 

RF Tracker Data Promotion When a student is reported in the 
StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation.SpecialEducationProgramService 
entity with a SpecialEducationProgramService (E3058) equal to '22' (Receiving 
Instructional Services from RDSPD), a value of '1' is promoting to the RF 
Tracker data mart instead of a value of '3'. As a result, on the RFT0-100-004 
Student Details Report, the student will show that they are not receiving 
RDSPD services. 
  
TEA will update the RF Tracker promotion logic to promote a value of '3' in 
this scenario. 

05/08/24 



SPPI-14 SPP0-000-002 TSDS 
SPPI-14 Expected 
Student Counts Report 

The SPP0-000-002 report is running longer than expected. Please note that 
the report will process but it may take a few hours to complete. TEA will be 
improving the performance of this report for the 2024-2025 school year. 
  
Reminder: This report is only available at the ESC-level. The student counts on 
the report should match the number of students that promote to the SPPI-14 
data mart. LEAs are encouraged to promote their SPPI-14 data to ensure 
accurate submission data in the parallel environment. 

02/09/24 

 

  



RECENTLY RESOLVED ISSUES 
The following issues have been resolved since the last publication of this document on May 22, 2024. 

COMPONENT IMPACT ISSUE RESOLUTION 
DATE 

ECDS Data Promotion The ECDS PK promotion of the Student > Enrollment (School Association) 
subcategory is failing in the parallel environment.  

05/23/24 

ECDS ECD0-000-002 Early 
Childhood Assessment 
Summary 

An issue has been identified on the ESC version of the ECD0-000-002 report 
that may cause the report to display incomplete data or no data at all. 

05/24/24 

DMC Level 1.5 Filters ‘Descriptor Value’ filter results are being triggered for Landing Zone only 
data elements, such as Term and Achievement Category. These data 
elements do not have any TSDS reportable values and cannot be corrected 
with a descriptor mapping. LEAs should ignore these Level 1.5 filter results 
until a software release resolves the issue. The data is flowing to TSDS 
correctly despite what the message on the filter result states.  
 
Workaround: LEAs can use the ‘Verified’ flag to hide these filter results. 

05/31/24 

DMC Level 1.5 Filters ‘Descriptor Value’ filter results are triggering for descriptors that were 
populated in the IODS with an Ed-Fi or local namespace value that have been 
mapped to a TEA namespace value. These results should be removed after 
the descriptor is mapped.  

06/03/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion When a student is reported in the Student entity with an 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober (E3007) equal to 'X', the Student Basic 
Information subcategory data is not promoted to the PEIMS Fall data mart. 
 
TEA will update the PEIMS Fall promotion logic to promote students with an 
AsOfStatusLastFridayOctober equal to 'X'. 

06/05/24 

RF Tracker Data Promotion When a student is reported in the 
StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation.StudentResidentialFacilityAsso
ciation.StudentResFacAssocSet with an AttendanceZoneCampus (E1633) 
containing leading zero values, the leading zeros are not promoted to the RF 
Tracker data mart. This is causing rule 40115-0004 to fire incorrectly.  
 
TEA will update the RF Tracker promotion logic to promote the leading zeros 
in this scenario. 

06/13/24 



DMC Claim Sets The 'SIS Vendor' claim set is missing create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) 
permissions to the StudentDisciplineIncidentBehaviorAssociation endpoint. 
Users will receive a 403 "Access to the resource could not be authorized" API 
error message when trying to access this endpoint. 

06/28/24 

DMC Load Summary Report When expanding and collapsing sections on the Load Summary Report, the 
view may display the incorrect count for the Domains value.  
 
Workaround: Users can reload the page to display the correct count for 
Domains. 

06/28/24 

DMC Search Data If a user has the 'DMC Search Data' privilege but not the 'DMC Manage 
Key/Secret' privilege, they will see an error message on the Search Data tab 
stating "The selected organization has no associated IODS”. This error should 
be ignored while TEA fixes this access issue.  

06/28/24 

IODS Pre-Populated Data Administrative campuses are not included in the campus data that TEA is 
pre-populating in each LEA's IODS. This can cause errors when reporting 
non-instructional staff at an administrative campus. TEA is continuing to 
evaluate this issue to determine the long-term solution. 
 
Workaround: Vendors are able to publish these additional campus records 
to the Schools resource. A GradeLevel (E0017) must be supplied when 
reporting a campus. Any value can be reported for an administrative campus 
since the GradeLevel is not promoted to the PEIMS and Core data marts for 
these campuses. 

06/28/24 

Class Roster CLS2-100-003 Staff 
Class Assignment 
Report 

The Class Roster Winter report CLS2-100-003 is not running successfully. 
Users receive a report status of ‘Failed’ when they run the report. 

07/03/24 

DMC Level 1.5 Filters When mass verifying Level 1.5 filter results, the system may display an 
inaccurate number of results at the bottom of the table. Navigating away 
from the Level 1.5 filters screen and returning should clear the issue and 
display the correct number of results. 

07/03/24 

ECDS ECD0-000-002 Early 
Childhood Assessment 
Summary 

The ECDS KG report ECD0-000-002 is not successfully running in the parallel 
environment. After initiating the report, the status stays 'In Progress' and 
does not complete. 

07/03/24 



ECDS ECD0-000-003 Early 
Childhood Assessment 
With PK Sources 
 
ECD0-000-006 (By 
Campus) Early 
Childhood PK Data 
Submission 
 
ECD0-000-010 Early 
Childhood High Quality 
PK Components 
Completion 

The ECDS Prekindergarten reports ECD0-000-003, ECD0-000-006 (By 
Campus), and ECD0-000-010 are not running successfully. Users receive a 
report status of ‘Failed’ when they run the report. 
 
Note - the ECD0-000-006 report works as expected when the 'By LEA' 
Organization Level parameter is selected. Additionally, report ECD0-000-010 
is an ESC-level report. 

07/03/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion Data from the StaffSectionAssociation entity is not promoting to the PEIMS 
Fall submission as expected. Currently, JSON files formatted with the 
.ClassroomPositionSet (TX) as updated in the Texas Education Data 
Standards version 2024.2.2 are failing in promotion, causing additional Staff 
subcategories to fail promotion. 

07/03/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion The Campus Course Section > Course Section subcategory is promoting data 
to PEIMS Extended Year, and it should not be as this data is no longer 
needed. TEA will be removing this subcategory from the Extended Year 
submission. LEAs should not compare this data against their XML data. 

07/03/24 

PEIMS PDM1-120-003 (Select 
parameters only) 
Student Program Roster 

The PEIMS Fall report PDM1-120-003 is failing when certain selection 
parameters are made. When the 'By LEA' Organization Level parameter is 
selected and either the 'All Students', 'All Reports', 'At-Risk', or 'Gifted and 
Talented' Program Type parameters are selected, the report is not running 
successfully. Users receive a report status of 'Failed' when the report is run 
with these parameters. 
 
Note - the report works correctly when the 'By Campus' Organization Level 
parameter is selected and the 'Bilingual', 'ESL', 'Intervention Strategy', 
'Migratory', or 'Special Education' Program Type parameters are selected. 

07/03/24 

PEIMS PDM2-101-### Reports The allocation report series returns no data because it requires budget data 
from the prior year that is not present in TEA's parallel database. 

07/03/24 

PEIMS PDM3-130-014 Flex 
Attendance - 
Superintendent's 
Summary Report of 
Student Attendance 
 
PDM3-131-012 Roster 
of Students Generating 
Flexible Attendance 
Data 

PEIMS Summer reports PDM3-130-014 and PDM3-131-012 are not 
successfully running in the parallel environment. After initiating the reports, 
the status stays 'In Progress' and does not complete. 

07/03/24 

Child Find Data Promotion The Student > Special Education Program subcategory data is taking longer 
than expected to promote.  

07/12/24 



Class Roster Data Promotion The Class Roster Winter promotion of the Staff > Teacher Class Assignment 
subcategory is not working as expected. Currently, only staff with data 
reported in the StaffEducationOrganizationEmploymentAssociation entity 
are promoting. Additionally, this is causing rule 40110-0223 to fire 
incorrectly. 

07/12/24 

ECDS Data Promotion The ECDS Kindergarten promotion of the Student >  Student Section and 
Student > Student Enrollment (School Association) subcategories is not 
working as expected. Currently, data for these two subcategories is not 
being promoted for students reported with an ExitWithdrawDate (E3028) 
value of 'null' in the StudentSchoolAssociation entity.   
 
  
 
As a result, this is causing rules 40100-0159, 40100-0160, 40110-0173, and 
46010-0003 to fire incorrectly.  

07/12/24 

PEIMS Data Promotion The PEIMS Midyear promotion of Actuals records is not working as expected. 
Currently, records using the administrative organization codes (non-campus 
codes) are failing in promotion.  

07/12/24 

SELA Data Promotion The SELA promotion of the Student > Special Education Program 
subcategory will generate a unique constraint error for LEAs that have 
updated the BeginDate (E3010) value in the 
StudentSpecialEducationProgramAssociation entity for a student's 
PreferredHomeCommunicationMethod.  As a result, this is causing rule 
40100-0204 to fire incorrectly.  

07/12/24 
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